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In her book The Lure of the Local Lippard (1997) draws attention to the seductive embrace of places. 
This embrace encompasses a labyrinth of geography, history, sense making and personal experience, 
often grounded in nature. She argues we need to centre this intersection of land, history and culture 
to help us explore what is happening or should happen in contemporary arts-based practice. In one 
sense this exhibition arose from this local nexus. It was born in a community garden, it continued over 
neighbourhood dinners and street side conversations, it drew on individual histories and extended to 
personal affective networks. 

Of course, since Lippard wrote this, the edges of ‘place’ have been problematized, and so in another 
sense this exhibition is an attempt to explore more complex responses to what is happening at a global 
scale. It engages with human impact on the earths landscapes and atmospheres, it seeks to intensify 
concept specific, problem specific, multispecies and multimaterial specific arts based responses to 
wicked problems. It hopes to forge lasting relationships between different publics, who are interested 
in the way contemporary art practice can engender and enable social life. It creates a place for us to 
question what we value. When we have a place to think about value, we can experiment in connecting, 
collaborating, and reflecting on where we are at.  Value is created in processes of interaction and we 
explored these interactions to emphasise care-based responses to ‘the new normal’. We were sick of 
‘pivoting’ and the catch cry of ‘building back better’ was losing meaning.

Rewilding then is the result of a collective project of seven Sydney based artists, a social scientist 
with a curatorial background, and a curator. In its inception it was envisaged as a fluid entity, one 
that emerged from a desire to refocus and remember the practice of art making. It was never meant 
to be stable, but is an instance of what Manzini (2019) calls a ‘light community’. A group of people 
who come together, act on their environment and last as long as the conditions are favourable. These 
communities (re)connect people to each other and (re)connect people to the places they live. They 
are about collaboration; they start as small group initiatives (often local) and have impact at different 
scales. 

Aiming to ground our provocations about the practice of Rewilding in the lived realties of each of 
the collective members we foregrounded the intersubjective space created by artistic, curatorial and 
research relations. We talked, we met, and we wandered. We wove narratives about enduring social 
habits, ritualizing togetherness and supporting and mobilizing collective skills and thought. We asked 
questions about the kinds of relations that we have historically prioritized and which relations we 
wanted to create or maintain. These relations reflected those many of us had with the natural world. 
We made these relations, as diverse as they were, the heart of artistic investigation. 

As well as an experiment in collective doing and ‘collective reflexivity’ (Hugman 2018), this was an act of 
curatorial activism, coupled with an interdisciplinary strategy for exhibition making and research. Terry 
Smith (2012, 2019) argues that we need to curate reflexively, shake the visual arts exhibition complex 
and deinstitutionalize the contemporary art space. To do this we need to ‘curate our contemporaneity 
together’ (ibid 2019: 79). Curation in this sense is a process of world making. Because of our different 
positions as indigenous peoples, artists, educators, gardeners, social scientists, entrepreneurs and 
curators it was exciting to see how we self-organized and how we garnered support from existing 
local arts infrastructure to act as an anchor for collective responses to systemic issues. Thank you to 
Rachael Kiang who understood it was important to be as inclusive as possible. This was about the 
politics of the everyday. 

Landscapes, livelihoods and curation; 
rewilding and the lure of the local

Again, as Lippard argues when thinking about how we live we ‘must dream a little’, but also listen 
for ‘political wake up calls’ (1997:5). There is something at stake in the politics of togetherness, our 
impact on landscapes and our representation of them. 

Tensions exist in all collaborative projects. One of the most interesting for this exhibition was one 
between social collaboration, artistic freedom and problem specific responses. Social processes and 
collective organisation can both reinscribe and resist power relations. So can arts-based practice 
and curatorial work. Self-organised collectives which by design, challenge top down, vertical-
horizontal models of productivity and economic growth need to be wary of the ways in which existing 
assumptions, structures and economic concerns attempt to inhabit them and strategically maneuver 
outcomes. Central to these concerns are livelihoods. Peoples life projects (Manzini 2019) intersect 
with these collective forms, and a key question is how we support and respect these livelihoods.   

The question of what we can do together is also one about what we value and how we provide a place 
for those different forms of value.  It is about asking how value can be connected to diverse forms of 
sociality and how those who have the skills and enthusiasm to imagine and interpret are supported by 
public institutions and the activism of researchers and curators. In the words of Manzini (2019:96) “we 
need to widen the field of possibilities, and experts, institutions and enterprises with common goals 
are needed to make them easily accessible, creating and consolidating new areas of transformative 
normality”.

Sky Hugman
Co-curator
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A researcher who works across disciplines, Sky’s projects focus on affect, epistemological 
assumptions, and structural power relations in the creation and translation of knowledge. Using a 
commons-based framework to engage democratic principles for participation and practice, these 
projects emphasise reflexivity, value, creativity, and the imaginary. Sky is a member of the Sydney 
Commons Lab and a Research Associate with the Young and Resilient Research Centre. 
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Pop-up spell casting: 
rewilding and art1

Tell me, what is it you plan to do with your one wild and precious life?2

Why rewilding and art? And why now? What are the links between the two and how might art engage 
us to explore and better understand the current needs of our world? The Rewilding exhibition aims 
to link the return to rewilded natural ecosystems with social well-being: to allow the fabrication and 
intensity of art to say the unsayable; to bypass the limitations Covid-19 placed on human life the 
world over this past year; and even to respond positively to the destructive summer of bushfires that 
immediately preceded it. In this essay I explore the concept of rewilding as presented in the exhibition 
and look at how seven Sydney based artists respond both collectively and individually to that concept.

Rewilding is primarily concerned with the question of how and when do we plant the seeds of 
connection for a better future. The art it presents shows us the symbiotic relationship between the 
cultural and the natural spheres; brings into focus the amazing beauty of our local Sydney bushland 
and marine environments; confronts us with the threats that destruction of nearby natural environments 
pose to all life, especially native flora and fauna; offers us creativity and opportunity beyond the fray of 
political contention; and provides an indigenous grounding and perspective, vital for the journey ahead.

The term “rewilding” was coined by grassroots network EarthFirst! in 1990: for our purposes it refers to 
a form of ecological restoration, with humans withdrawing and leaving a zone free for the rest of nature. 
In the last thirty years around the world swathes of forest and grassland and, more recently, marine 
environments, are being protected, with the idea of being restored eventually to pre-human levels of 
biodiversity. Within the confines of a gallery space, artists have the opportunity to explore possibilities 
on how to broach rewilding in an urban environment and how this may lead to positive change.

To understand rewilding is to reflect on related terms such as wilderness, wildness and wild. Since 
the arrival of the British in New South Wales, wilderness was mainly detested as a nuisance and a 
danger to decent society3. The genres of the Sublime and the Pastoral in Landscape art – exemplified 
by the work of Eugene von Guerard and W.C. Piguenit, and the early impressionists such as Arthur 
Streeton – affected the ways Australians saw their world in the later nineteenth-century. Beginning with 
the establishment of the first National Parks (notably Royal National Park, established in 1879), but 
especially through the work of twentieth-century conservationists such as Myles Dunphy and Marie 
Byles, these preconceptions about wilderness began to change4. Wild places became attractive to 
bushwalkers and campers, and subsequently the floodgates opened to recreational activities. The first 
wilderness area in New South Wales was created by the 1967 National Parks and Wildlife Act.5

The values of wilderness have achieved widespread acceptance, but the power relationships within 
the sphere of Australian landscape now arguably need to be rebuilt around Aboriginal conceptions of 
country. Rugged and austere wild places, on the margins of tribal life, no doubt spoke to Indigenous 
peoples, and have been occupied accordingly.6 But the values ascribed to wilderness, a concept
named and transported to Australia by Europeans, do not necessarily translate directly to Indigenous 

1 Thanks to artist Penelope Cain for the term “pop-up spell casting”. As she explains the term came to her as she was installing her 
works in Rewilding. Her installation relates to ideas of the provisional (but powerful) being inserted into natural landscapes. 
2 Mary Oliver (1990), The Summer Day, House of Light, Beacon Press, 1990
3 Prineas, P. (1983), Wild Places: Wilderness in Eastern New South Wales, p11 
4 Ibid, p29-32 
5 Ibid, p35 
6 Ibid, p16 

people’s relationships with their land, having inhabited, understood and cultivated it over thousands 
of years. To witness the ongoing dispossession of Aboriginal people through artistic depictions the 
nineteenth and early twentieth century is harrowing: as Europeans became more secure in this ‘wild’ 
strange land, Aborigines became increasingly marginalized. 

So, let’s begin there. Let’s correct that imbalance. The artistic practice of Wirangu artist Greg 
Hodgkinson illuminates the power of Indigenous art practice both specifically and in general. His work 
provides an introduction (“rewinding”) to Rewilding, practising beyond any parameters western thought 
may construe. His paintings link to an ancient Indigenous tradition of painting the environment and 
landscape that connects with inhabited land and ritually meaningful places. His work is notable for deft 
use of colour, shape and composition and evokes an artistic reality passed down by his Indigenous 
ancestors over centuries, as well as his own additions to the genre. 

Rewilding then settles into the ceramics of Alyson Hayes and the photographic practice of Kat Seward, 
both of which document and celebrate the natural world. Hayes’s delicate ceramic patterning alludes 
to the textures and forms of the natural world, from the cells of our bodies to the structure of the earth. 
Her ceramic vessels are sometimes coloured, and small succulent plants are placed and grow hardly 
with a scrap of soil – how resilient they are! How human creation can nourish the botanical world! 
Seward’s subject is her local urban bushland environment. Her work is a generic pæan to environments 
constantly under threat by human activity – mangroves, grasslands, casuarina forests – and a plea to 
resist the threats that face urban bushland. With the use of long exposure photography she creates an 
other-worldly magical environment, not recognizable precisely as photography or painting, but melding 
the two into a new artistic form that builds on an established Australian landscape tradition evoking 
mystery and power. A piece of local magic.

The sculptures of Lane Cove artist Wendy Bishop are concerned with the edges and margins of life, 
of which the coastline is one, and just as tracts of rewilded landscapes are protected by their borders, 
her sculpted figures are grounded in their landscapes. Tellingly, organic processes and life cycles are 
central to her practice: papier-maché works feature trees farmed for paper, and fed by water, sun 
and wind. As she insists, their final form is potentially compost! The work Shoreline Big Brother, 2021 
shows an older boy with hands outstretched, helping his little brother who nestles in a rock formation 
that holds him securely. A metaphor for humans harmoniously encapsulated in the natural world, a 
rewilding dream, in which the earlier European fear of wilderness is but a distant memory. 

Elegiac poetic qualities and references to Australian nineteenth-century botanical art gain energy 
in the mixed media installation of Penelope Cain’s latest iteration of her artistic preoccupation with 
landscape. Her work catches the emotions of sadness and waste accompanying the devastating loss 
of huge swathes of bushland in the Gospers Mountain mega-blaze in late 2019, precariously close to 
urban Sydney, and searingly destructive to animal life. Her fly-over video work provides a balm to this 
intensity, showing nature regenerating over the year following the fire. 
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When Governments stall, then the prospect of a simple ‘yes’ to climate action is baffled, and hope 
for quick action in response to the emerging catastrophe is thwarted. Cain’s Words For New/Old 
Landscapes: Spruik (February), 2021 adeptly shows why the Australian national climate debate is 
mired in controversy. The now Prime Minister’s hand, holding a chunk of coal he ‘spruiked’ in Federal 
Parliament in 2017, represented in photographic form and surrounded by a devastated burnt 
landscape, tells a horrible tale of a Government hopelessly out of touch with world climate consensus.

Susie Pratt’s Epicormic vibrations, 2021 expand Cain’s regenerative theme, alluding to the ability of 
burnt banksias to grow from a previously dormant bud: this work is the soundtrack to Rewilding – the 
sound of water flushing up banksias shoots provides a pulse of life, a heartbeat, and bird calls and the 
rustle of wind in the trees bring nature into the gallery space. How we might travel to a better future is 
mapped in the magic realism of Barbara Doran’s immersive installation Bee suite, 2021: sand under 
your feet; glitter-ball light casting happiness all around and mandala images to embody how that 
‘rewilded’ world might feel. But the experience is the viewer’s alone, created by interaction with Doran’s 
carefully chosen elements.

Think Rewilding every time you think nature in the big city. Bring your own little piece of rewilding 
into your everyday. Be inspired by these artists’ visions of the subject, and immerse yourself in the 
possibilities of nature, our lifeblood and our sustenance, doing its best. Pop-up spell casting has done 
its job for now. Socially and environmentally we are tracking toward a clearer future.

Ann Proudfoot was educated at the University of Sydney in the Department of Art History. She was 
a curator at the Powerhouse Museum in Decorative Arts and Design. More recently, she has worked 
with cultural institutions in the ACT and NSW as a consultant curator. In 2012 she established Lane 
Cove Bush Kids, a successful bush-based education program which continues to enchant the 
younger generation. 

ann proudfoot
Co-curator

Images of Currambena Primary School: March 2021, Ann Proudfoot and Barbara Doran.



Susie Pratt, Epicormic Vibrations (detail), 2021, site specific installation, sound, burnt banksia trees, water barrels, ribbon. 
Dimensions variable. Photography by Jennifer Brady.



A ly s o n  H ay e s
I understand rewilding as both a rewilding of the 
planet but also of ourselves. A remembering of 
humanity’s deep connection with nature, that 
we are nature and by reconnecting with it we 
are connecting to a responsibility to ourselves. 
My work aims to bring the beauty of nature to 
the viewer by combining natural impressions, 
textures and forms to create objects that are 
not a direct copy of any one existing form, yet 
strongly identifiable as natural. The ceramic forms 
could be reminiscent of cells, our bodies, forms 
in nature, ecosystems, the earth, microcosm 
and macrocosm and ultimately demonstrate our 
interconnectedness.

After completing a Design degree at the College of 
Fine Arts (Sydney) and travelling for a year around 
Australia, Alyson settled in Perth.  There she 
worked with the ceramic artist Angela Mellor, and 
joined Clay Feet, an exhibiting group for emerging 
artists. Her ceramic sculptural work explores the 
interconnectedness of natural things. Different 
aspects of nature are merged through texture, 
pattern and form, invoking memories depending 
on the viewer’s personal experiences in nature. 
Through this remembering she hopes to foster 
a connection with nature and to evoke different 
reactions from the viewer. This is an extension 
of her earlier work which involved “lighting up” 
thinly slip-cast porcelain and bone china to 
create translucent, sculptural ceramic pieces. By 
illuminating nature, its most intimate secrets may 
be revealed. 

“A remembering of humanity’s 
deep connection with 
nature, that we are nature 
and by reconnecting with 
it we are connecting to a 
responsibility to ourselves.”
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Alyson Hayes, Emergence (detail), 2021, earthenware, porecelain and live plants. 
Dimensions variable. Photography by Jennifer Brady.



Rewilding is a concept which aims to make wild again 
our environment. To return these wild places to a 
state of health, where balance can return. We need 
to decide, as a collective, as one, that we will live by 
a more sustainable set of values. We need to find a 
gentler way of being. We are being asked to heal our 
planet, and she is prepared to heal us. Psychologically 
and physically, nature is healing. Being amongst the 
trees, the birds, the unseen insects, the light from the 
sun – these elements are soothing and enlivening. 
They allow us to rewild ourselves, if we allow it. My 
images attempt to honour the awe I feel when I am 
in a natural place. The respect I have for my subjects 
- trees, water, the changing of the seasons, the play 
of light - their beauty is a gift. Childlike, I go into 
nature to find my people. I return again and again to 
be with certain trees and rocks, like old friends. In my 
liminal space, they take on the role of grandfather and 
aunties, companions.

Kat Seward is a photographic artist who lives and 
works in Lane Cove.  The area’s natural bushland 
and estuaries form the subject of a major part of Kat’s 
work. Educated at Melbourne’s RMIT, Kat received 
her Bachelor of Arts in photography in 1995.  During 
this time, she was awarded a scholarship to study at 
Brooks Institute of Photography in California, where she 
made the Honour Roll. She then travelled to Europe, 
and, following her passion for travel, photography 
and nature, made wildlife films in Bristol, UK.  Upon 
returning to Australia, she continued her film making 
and photography career, mainly working in portraiture. 
This is Kat’s first exhibition in Sydney.

K at  s e wa r d
“Childlike, I go into nature 
to find my people. I return 
again and again to be with 
certain trees and rocks, 
like old friends. In my 
liminal space, they take on 
the role of grandfather 
and aunties, companions.”
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Kat Seward, Glade, Mowbray Park, Lane Cove North (detail), 2021, aqueous pigment print 
on cotton rag art paper, 45 x 65 cm. Image courtesy of the artist.



p e n e l o p e  c a i n
During 2020 I have been mapping the evolution of the 
post-fire landscape after the Gospers Mountain mega-
blaze.  I revisit specific sites every month and document 
the changes with video, drone and land-based 
interventions. These works are documentations from 
this project, called Words For New Landscapes. Each 
month I allocate a scientific word describing events, 
changes or systems evident in the land at that point in 
time. The works document interventions using enlarged 
fabric prints of colonial etchings of native animals 
whose populations have been threatened. This artificial 
reinsertion is a “ghosting” or manifestation of these 
threatened species, such as brush tailed wallabies, 
pygmy possums and greater gliders.

It is heartening to see the recovery in trees evolved 
to deal with fire, but depressing to see the extent of 
damage, and the areas that have not sprung back. 
The Australian bush is resilient to fire and it has shown 
this again, although the system’s ability to respond and 
recover is not unlimited, and the mega-blaze has tested 
that limit.

Landscape in its widest terms is central to Penelope’s 
practice. She is especially focused on the occupied, 
extracted, transformed and emergent landscapes 
of the Anthropocene. In this she draws equally on 
her art practice and research-science background, 
working interstitially between science and art, in an 
expanded storytelling modality. She was awarded the 
Fauvette-Lauriero Travelling Scholarship in 2018 and 
the Glenfiddich Contemporary Art Residency, Scotland 
in 2019.  She had a solo commissioned exhibition for 
Casula Arts Centre (Interregnum, 2019) reflecting on 
the history of the site of a decommissioned coal-fired 
powerstation.

“The Australian bush is 
resilient to fire and it has 
shown this again, although 
the system’s ability to 
respond and recover is not 
unlimited, and the mega-
blaze has tested that limit.”
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Penelope Cain, Words For New/ Old Landscapes: Spruik (February), 2021, dye sublimation  
photographic print on  fabric, mesh, trimmings, 110 x 90 cm. Image courtesy of the artist.



b a r b a r a  d o r a n
Concrete towers stand serious and then there is behind
Shopping centres beg attention and then there is just being with each other
Combusting metal skeletons hurtle over pressed asphalt veins and then there is beneath
Garden suburbs, clipped and trimmed breath politely and then there is air
All the while
Life sings in trees and skins of life
Clouds float by
Vapours consolidate and fall and rise
The moon comes and goes and comes and goes
The sun circles around and around and around
Terroir shapes us, breathes us, builds us
Its expansive, endlessly nourishing
Listening, looking, feeling – sensing
An offer to grow
An offer to be part of deep resonance
A way to perforate facades
Liminal unions
This is Rewilding to me.

Barbara Doran is a Sydney artist born in Wagga Wagga, 
Australia. She grew up in Swaziland and Zimbabwe, in 
southern Africa. Her interests pivot around shifting global 
understandings, their values, histories, and the realities 
they present. Her artworks explore what the art of living 
might mean by examining how personal, collective and 
environmental dynamics interact through macro and 
micro relationships. Increasingly her work focuses on 
collaboration, well-being and building virtuous systems 
of resilience. Awards include UNESCO Art and Bioethics 
Award for photography (2013 & 2015), She National 
Award (winner 2009 & 2010) and finalist selection in 
national competitions including the Olive Cotton Award, 
Redlands Westpac Art Prize, the Moran Photographic 
Award, and Sunrise Film competition. She currently works 
with the Faculty of Transdisciplinary Innovation, UTS.

“The moon comes and 
goes and comes and goes
The sun circles around 
and around and around”
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Barbara Doran, Bee suite, Immersive installation, 2021, sand, mirrors, projection, kaleidoscopic photographs. 
Dimensions variable. Photography by Penelope Cain.



s u s i e  p r at t
Bare blackened trunks; carbon memories of drought, fire, 
smoke. I bring the sounds and shapes of fire-ravaged 
Australian bush into Gallery Lane Cove. Lean into the 
trees to hear sounds of bubbles forming inside drought-
stricken limbs, a sign of water columns breaking, now 
slowed down to form an arrhythmic heartbeat. I create 
monuments for the summer of 2019-2020 when much of 
Lane Cove was shrouded in smoke from bushfires, and 
for the Exhibition’s closing ceremony I take inspiration from 
epicormic possibilities and invite people to share in new 
rituals of growth and rewilding to explore our preferred 
climate futures. As behind bark lies dormant buds which 
can form epicormic shoots during drought and after 
fires—a form of emergency foliage.

As an artist, researcher, educator and techno-scientific 
muser, Dr Susanne Pratt explores how creative practice 
can foster social and environmental responsibility, with 
an emphasis on improving environmental health, mutual 
learning and collective flourishing. She is currently a 
Lecturer in the Transdisciplinary School at University 
of Technology Sydney. Pratt’s creative work has been 
internationally exhibited in various forms, including 
digital storytelling, multisensory installations, walkshops, 
experiential futures, site-specific sound works, urban 
design proposals and participatory events. She has 
exhibited in a variety of contemporary spaces such as 
West Space, Next Wave Festival, Kudos Gallery and Serial 
Space in Australia and RM Gallery (rm103), Christchurch 
City Gallery, Wellington City Gallery and The Physics Room 
in in New Zealand.

“Lean into the trees to 
hear sounds of bubbles 
forming inside drought-
stricken limbs, a sign of 
water columns breaking, 
now slowed down to form 
an arrhythmic heartbeat.” 
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Susie Pratt, Epicormic Vibrations (detail), 2021, site specific installation, sound, burnt banksia trees, water barrels, ribbon. 
Dimensions variable. Photography by Penelope Cain.



w e n d y  b i s h o p
Rewilding for me is about exploring the edges and 
margins – catching the small moments when we 
become aware of the larger world that surrounds us. 
Over time, we see that our experiences are fragile; the 
natural processes endure. I would like the viewer to 
consider the elements that make up these sculptures.  
Paper is plant material, grown in the earth. Then there 
is the water that goes into the process of moulding the 
sculpture, and the sun and wind that dry and fix the form. 
In its final manifestation, the sculpture can decompose 
back into compost, into soil, and feed the plants. These 
works remind me most strongly of the natural rhythms, 
the impermanence of the things we create.  The tidal 
flow of history, and the relics we leave behind.

Wendy has a background in Library and Museum 
Studies and worked in these fields whilst travelling 
overland, contemplating once-great civilizations 
and reflecting on what remains as hollow ruins in a 
resurgent landscape.  Her early training in commercial 
art sparked a lifelong interest in graphic communication 
on environmental and sustainability issues. An abiding 
interest in artisan traditions and material studies led to 
studies in Handcrafted Footwear and sculpture. She 
has exhibited with the Australian Society of Miniature 
Art, Gauge Gallery, and ArtSpace. She has also been 
part of Lane Cove Open Garden Scheme, encouraging 
visitors experience her ‘compostable’ sculptures in her 
permaculture garden. Wendy exhibits regularly with 
Willoughby Art Centre in group shows and has received 
numerous awards for her paper works in sculptural 
form.

“These works remind me 
most strongly of the natural 
rhythms, the impermanence 
of the things we create.  The 
tidal flow of history, and 
the relics we leave behind.”
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Wendy Bishop, Shoreline (Big Brother); Shoreline (Younger Sister); Beachside (Washing off the sand); Backyard Pond 
2021, modelled paper pulp, acrylic paint. Dimensions variable. Photography by Penelope Cain.  



g r e g  h o d g k i n s o n
Rewilding is restoring us to our natural rhythms, 
helping to reclaim ourselves, finding ways to 
reinvigorate our wild nature and connect us to the 
natural environment.  Rewilding is about empowering 
individuals and communities to recognize their full 
potential, reclaiming and understanding ourselves and 
our own innate wisdom and using the environment 
around us as a touchstone.

Greg is a Wirangu Aboriginal artist from South Australia 
who has been honing his artistic skills.  He likes to 
explore his creative side through visual artwork, writing, 
stand-up comedy and supporting others to develop 
their own creativity.  His artwork is an expression of his 
journey through life, an outlet to express himself, his 
feelings and the world around us. Greg uses different 
mediums and styles in the creations of his artwork. 
Greg is involved in teaching and empowering artists, 
young people and community to develop and tell their 
stories through different mediums, in particular visual 
artwork.  In 2014 Greg exhibited in Our Mob, part 
of the Tarnanthi Festival of Contemporary Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander Art. In 2015 and 2016 he 
showed at Awakening Connections, part of Adelaide 
Fringe Festival and participated in the Playford Council 
Aboriginal Reconciliation Art Exhibition.

“empowering individuals 
and communities to 
recognize their full 
potential, reclaiming and 
understanding ourselves 
and our own innate wisdom” 
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Greg Hodgkinson, Unkown, 2021, acrylic on canvas, 122 x 91.5 cm. Photography by Jennifer Brady.



Alyson Hayes, Coalesence (colour I), 2021, earthenware; Coalesence (colour II), 2021, porcelain; Bloom, 2021, earthenware. 
Dimensions Variable. Photography by Jennifer Brady.

Firstly, our thanks go to the artists featured in 
Rewilding – Wendy Bishop, Penelope Cain, Barbara 
Doran, Alyson Hayes, Greg Hodgkinson, Susie Pratt 
and Kat Seward. It has been a pleasure and privilege 
to work with all of you.

Thanks to Manager/Curator Rachael Kiang and her 
entire team at Gallery Lane Cove for enabling and 
supporting our curatorial journey. 

Thanks to Gillian Su Wang at Impression Framing 
Roseville for her expert framing skills and quick 
response time.

Special thanks to Mark Horn for the editing of 
exhibition and catalogue text and to Jennifer Brady for 
her catalogue design.
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L i s t  o f  w o r k s

Alyson Hayes

Emergence (wood I)
2021
porcelain, wood, live plants
40 x 21 x 7.5 cm each

Emergence (wood II)
2021
earthenware, wood, live plants
39 x 15.5 x 8.5 cm each

Emergence (small)
2021
earthenware, porcelain, live plants
10 x 10 x 4.5 cm each

Emergence (medium)
2021
earthenware, porcelain, live plants
12.5 x 12.5 x 4.5 cm each

Emergence (large)
2021
earthenware, porcelain, live plants
19.5 x 19.5 x 5 cm 

Emergence (colour I)
2021
porcelain, live plants
11 x 11 x 5cm and 9 x 9 x 4 cm

Emergence (colour II)
2021
earthenware, live plants
12.5 x 12.5 x 5cm each

Emergence (colour III)
2021
earthenware, live plants
12.5 x 12.5 x 5cm 
and 9.5 x 9.5 x 4.5cm

Emergence (colour IV)
2021
earthenware, live plants
12.5 x 12.5 x 5 cm 

Coalescence
2021
porcelain
13 x 22 x 18cm and 10 x 13 x 14 cm

Coalescence (colour I)
2021
earthenware
12 x 16 x 15 cm

Coalescence (colour II)
2021
porcelain
12.5 x 14 x 15 cm 

Bloom
2021
earthenware
13 x 13 x 12 cm

Kat Seward

Afternoon Blue, Warraroon Reserve, Riverview
2021
aqueous pigment print on cotton rag art paper
45 x 150 cm 

Spirit of Marsh, Mowbray Park, Lane Cove North
2021
aqueous pigment print on cotton rag art paper
45 x 65 cm

Sheoak faerieland, Warraroon  Reserve, Riverview 
2021
aqueous pigment print on cotton rag art paper
45 x 65 cm

Glade, Mowbray Park, Lane Cove North
2021
aqueous pigment print on cotton rag art paper
45 x 65 cm

Blue mangroves, Warraroon Reserve,  Riverview 
2021
aqueous pigment print on cotton rag art paper
100 x 150 cm

The Wisp, Warraroon Reserve,  Riverview 
2021
aqueous pigment print on cotton rag art paper
150 x 100 cm

Celestial, Warraroon Reserve,  Riverview  
2021
aqueous pigment print on cotton rag art paper
45 x 65 cm

Penelope Cain

Maps For New Landcsapes (A year)  
2021
video projection and sound, 5:00

Words For New Landscapes:  Heterozygosity (May)  
2021
dye sublimation  photographic print on  fabric, ratchet straps and  
tie downs, wood, dyed  pheasant feathers, beads, trimmings 
210 x 90 cm

Words For New Landscapes:  Integument (June) 
2021
dye sublimation  photographic print on  fabric, ratchet straps and  
tie downs, wood, dyed  pheasant feathers, beads, trimmings 
210 x 90 cm

Words For New/ Old Landscapes: Spruik (February)
2021
dye sublimation  photographic print on  fabric, mesh, trimmings 
110 x 90 cm

Barbara Doran

Bee suite, immersive installation  
2021
sand, mirrors, projection, kaleidoscopic photographs
Dimensions variable

Susie Pratt

Epicormic Vibrations
2021
site specific installation,  sound, 
burnt banksia  trees, water barrels,  ribbon 
Dimensions Variable

Wendy Bishop

Return of Persephone  
2021
modelled paper, pulp, vetiver roots
11 x 35 x 5 cm

Lost Waterfall (Flat Rock Gully) 
2021
modelled paper pulp,  telephone  
directory/tissue/cardboa rd, ink and paint
57 x 38 x 15 cm

Shados on the Grass
2021
cast paper pulp and sisal, graphite (faux metal),  paint
35 x 35 x 39 cm

Shoreline (Youngest Sister) 
2021
modelled paper pulp, acrylic paint
24 x 21 x 13 cm

Shoreline (Big Brother) 
2021
modelled paper pulp, acrylic paint
26 x 20 x 10

Beachside (Washing off the Sand) 
2021
modelled paper pulp,  acrylic paint
21 x 10 x 4 cm

Backyard Pond
2021
modelled paper pulp,  acrylic paint
21 x 10 x 4 cm

Greg Hodgkinson

Waterhole
2021
acrylic on canvas
21 x 21 cm

Rollercoaster of life
2021
acrylic on canvas
40 x 49 cm

Circle of Life
2021
acrylic on canvas
18 x 32.5 cm

Gathering
2021
acrylic on canvas
20 x 15.5 cm

Being Present
2021
acrylic on canvas
21 x 21 cm

Celebration
2021
acrylic on canvas
21 x 21 cm

Unknown
2021
acrylic on canvas
122 x 91.5 cm

Waterfall
2021
acrylic on canvas
91.5 x 61 cm

Forest
2021
acrylic on canvas
91.5 x 61 cm




